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Abstract -- This study was made to bridge the gap between the BangsaSama and the migrants in their quest for 

co-existence and improving their socio-cultural lifestyle in the changing society. Understandably, by knowing 

the importance of their co-existence, one is invariably geared towards the promotion of unity and harmonious 

relationship among the diversified groups of people. Hopefully, the results of this study would help the Tawi-

Tawians attain freedom in making their destiny towards a strategic southern frontier of national community 

with a distinct identity of their own. This study utilized the triangulation technique of the qualitative research. 

The descriptive narrative survey technique with key informants’ (kI) personal interview and the organized focus 

group discussion (FGD) were the basic tools of gathering the data needed in this study. The fifty-five (55) 

migrant participantsin accordance with their tribal affiliations andsixty-three (63) BangsaSamanative 

participants are composed of professionals, laymen and religious leaders.  They served as the primary sources 

of information and feedback. Optimistically, this study would become as basis of understanding of their own 

people so that peace and development will reign among the different ethnic groups that constitute the pluralistic 

society of Tawi-Tawi. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tawi-Tawi was once a part of the province of Sulu prior to the advent of the Moro National Liberation 

Front (MNLF) with the Government conflict in Mindanao and Sulu. In this crucial stage, the BangsaSama 

MNLF commanders demanded for separation whereby on September 27, 1973, and officially by Presidential 

Decree No. 302, Tawi-Tawi was legally proclaimed as distinct and separate province from Sulu. Its creation was 

significant milestone.  It has instilled hope among the BangsaSama who has become more actively involved in 

the activities of the national government. Presently the provincial administration offers a more excellent and 

efficient management of its affairs with regards to the welfare of the Tawi-Tawians of outlying island 

municipalities. 

As time moved on, many people of different tribes and places of origin migrated to Tawi-Tawi. 

Because of the peace and order situation that made their lives miserable in their home places of origin. After 

sometime, these groups of migrants could live and settle happily and comfortably in Tawi-Tawi, not deciding to 

return to their home of origin anymore. In a nutshell, this study portrays the changes on the socio-cultural 

lifestyle of the BangsaSama as influenced by the migrants. Considerably, the BangsaSama and the migrants are 

Filipinos of different racial stock and should be made to realize that knowing and understanding their 

differences and the importance understanding of co-existence would promote unity, progress and development. 

Possibly, this study would become as basis of their understanding of their own people so that peace and 

development will reign among the different ethnic groups that constitute the pluralistic society of Tawi-Tawi. 
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II. METHOD 

The triangulation method was employed. The questionnaire containing information on the socio-

cultural lifestyle of the BangsaSama tribe was the basic instrument used to gather the information. The Key 

informant (KI) and the focus group discussion (FGD) were also conducted to reinforce and substantiate the 

needed information to come up with authentic data of the study. The Data obtained from 55 migrants and 63 

BangsaSama participants from four municipalities namely: Bongao, Sitangkai, PanglimaSugala, and Languyan 

as the primary venue of this study. The other seven municipalities in Tawi-Tawi province served as the auxiliary 

venue to counter check and determine the reliability of the participants. 

III. LITERATURE CITED 

The origin of the BangsaSama was considered by many historians as the first civilizedgroup of people 

in the country .
[7] 

The BangsaSama were the unknown migrants but some researchers believed were the 

Malaysian  who came to Tawi-Tawi in 1300 A.D. historically, they left their land of origin because of political 

pressures, economic disparities and social disturbances.  The BangsaSama  are known by many names,  such as 

BangsaSamaDilaut, meaning people of the sea, BangsaSamaTalun, people of the forest, BangsaJamaMapun, 

people of the west, and the BangsaSamaDaleya, the plain Sama who settled on land.The BangsaSamahas been 

closely linked with the Tausug basically by religion, culture and politics. Racially and linguistically, the Tausug 

of Sulu are distant relatives of the BangsaSama of Tawi-Tawi, 
[6], [8] 

thus,  notably today,the BangsaSama 

comprise of 80 percent of Tawi-Tawi’s population while the rest areTausug, Chinese, and Christian migrants. 

Counted among the BangsaSama are BangsaJamaMapun and the BangsaSamaDilaut (Badjao) who is believed 

to be of the sameethnic group because of the shared cultural roots. 

The conceptof property and ownership to the BangsaSama the resources which are provided by nature 

free of cost may be utilized by man in the community freely. He is entitled to benefit from these resources in 

accordance with his needs. The resources in the forest, minerals under the surface of the earth, fish in the ocean 

and similar other things cannot be monopolized by one or can he place restriction of any sort and impose on 

their free use. The individual avails himself of these resources if he does not interfere with the right of others. 

The BangsaSama concept of property right is in a sense, striking at a balance between individualism and 

collectivism. 
[6] [8] 

The concept on value of equality of which the BangsaSamabelieves is an opportunities to struggle for 

livelihood and or claiming the economic and social ladders. The BangsaSama love to see that no legal 

functionary or traditional handicap should exist in the society which prevents the individual from struggling for 

living per his capacity and talent, nor should any economic and social distinction subsist with privileges of 

certain class and dynasty. This is repugnant to the concept of equality in the life of the BangsaSama. The 

foremost reasons for the BangsaSama to save and spend are for emergency and only what they need because the 

BangsaSama believe that the future is uncertain that something may happen which may impair their earnings. 

They say that reserved funds ought to be kept. 
[1], [6], [8]

 

The concept of sanction and control of the BangsaSama is governed by customary law practices. Being 

an Islamic society, they have assigned a position of authority to man. He maintains discipline and order as chief 

of the household. The wife is expected to obey and look after the wellbeing and comports of the family. Their 

children behave per their parent’s moral standard. Their religion frowns at a disunited family much more so if it 

were devoid of control, sanctions, and discipline.
[10]

The BangsaSama considered something rightwhen moral 

and religion standards are observed.  

The concept of right or wrong among the BangsaSama is based upon the universal and fundamental 

right of humanity. To the BangsaSama, it is not good to oppress women, children old people, sick person or the 

wounded. Women’s dignity, honor, and chastity are respected as man is the protector and guardian of a weaker 

gender. Human blood is sacred and cannot be spilled without justifications. It is disclosed that even strangers are 

being covenanted when they are guests in BangsaSama homes or community. 
[6], [4], [8] 
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In the concept of social justice, the BangsaSama, like any other non- Muslim Filipino, desire that this 

judicial competition takes in an atmosphere of impartiality. The BangsaSama want that all people become 

sympathetic to one another. By their religion, they aim at creating a feeling of mutual love and affection and 

cooperation. This is their feeling to give help and assistance to those who are lacking in life. To the BangsaSama 

people who are unable to take part in the judicial race are given their share in the living and in seeking the law. 

Those who need assistance to start their life are given equal means and opportunity. 
[6], [4], [8]

 

The concept of education of the BangsaSama prior to the advent of their own informal system of 

education was focused on the teaching of the ideals of Islamic tenets. Learning consisted of reading and writing 

Arabic scripture. However, few of the BangsaSama girls were sent to the public school system. Their parents 

were cautious in sending daughters to school for fear of male contact. Traditionally, education was a privilege 

among males only. However, with the influence of western culture on the values of the people, education 

gradually became a necessity rather than a privilege or restriction.As conceived by the BangsaSama, an 

educated person must be able to read verses of the Holy Qur’an and Al-hadith and recite these verses from 

memory at various occasions (Hassan ND), ascited by (Noor 2010).   

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Changes on the Socio-Cultural Lifestyle of the BangsaSama as Influenced by the Migrants 

The Table 1, below present’s data on the participants’ perceptions and the degree to which they 

believed the changes as influenced by the migrants have taken place. 

 

Table 1.The Changes on the Socio-Cultural Lifestyle of the BangsaSama as Influenced by the Migrants 

Item 
Migrants BangsaSama 

Mean Desc. Mean Desc. 

1. Concept of Property and ownership 3.16 A 3.50 SA 

2. Concept of saving and spending 3.09 A 3.65 SA 

3. Concept of equality 3.56 SA 3.75 SA 

4. Concept of sanction and control 3.24 A 3.65 SA 

5. Concept of right or wrong 3.10 A 3.10 A 

6. Concept of social justice 2.85 A 3.00 A 

7. Concept of education 2.67 A 3.05 A 

OVERALL MEAN 3.26 SA 3.37 SA 

 
Legend:  Scale  Mean  Description 

  1  1.00-1.74  Strongly Disagree (SD) 

  2  1.75-2.49  Disagree (D) 
  3.  2.50-3.24  Agree (A) 

  4.  3.25-4.00  Strongly Agree (SA) 

 

Item 1, on the concept of property and ownership the Migrants rated with the mean score of 3.16 while 

the BangsaSama participants rated with a mean score of 3.50 implies that the migrants perceived the 

BangsaSama to have changed from their traditional concept of property and ownership, likewise the 

BangsaSama participants strongly agree that change has taken place in their concept of property and ownership. 

BangsaSama concept of property and ownership, basically they believed any resources that are provided by 

nature free of cost maybe utilized by the man in the community freely. The individual avails himself of these 

resources as long as he does not interfere with the rights of others. According to the focus group discussion 

(FGD) when man appeared for the first time and population grew, everything was available to man. Whoever 

takes possession of anything and makes it useful becomes the owner. 

Information from Key informant (KI) and the focus group discussion(FGD) stressed out that the influx 

of Migrants it showcased the prevailing situation in Tawi-Tawi, that BangsaSama has becoming more particular 

on the concept of property and ownership through legal means. Their traditional belief has changed as a 
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response to the call of situation brought about by some migrants who wanted to possess property right over 

BangsaSama jurisdiction even when they know that particular property especially that of real property is own by 

the BangsaSama but without legal documents sanction by the government. This scenario in most cases has 

resulted to trouble over interested factions. Thus, BangsaSama are now very much particular about, Deed of 

Sale, or other sort of legal means, documents and transactions and have changed on their open minded concept 

that everything is for everybody and has its right to be utilized for every body’s survival and use, like 

concession of seaweed farm and other reef area. BangsaSama were not risk takers for an economic pursuit and 

were just dependent on their local resources that are available in their community are now becoming aggressive 

to meet the needs of times and situations. 

For the BangsaSama concept of saving and spending, item 2, were  rated by the Migrants and the 

BangsaSama participants with the mean scores of 3.09 and 3.65 implies that BangsaSama traditional ways of 

spending has been perceived by the Migrants and the BangsaSama themselves to have changed.  The changes 

can be noticed among the present BangsaSamawho have become more attuned coping with the societal change 

as manifested in the construction of their houses, provision of modern facilities and equipment because they are 

no longer contented to live in their own traditional houses and are striving towards new trends in the society.  

Item 3, on the BangsaSama concept of equality rated by the migrants and BangsaSama participants 

with the mean scores of 3.56 and 3.75 observes that the traditional BangsaSama concept of equality has been 

seriously acculturated or changed. This can be traced that with the influx of migrant, social interaction and the 

proliferation of education or other media as agent of change, BangsaSama has now form some concept which 

attune to the needs of time and the authentic guidance in their religious faith which actually altered there 

concept. For the BangsaSama the signs of merits of being truthful and honest both in words and deeds should be 

demonstrated by the individual. Hence, they are selective in choosing friends. The concept of pre-destination, 

the concept of distribution of God’s bounty which resulted in passivity among old BangsaSama has been a 

challenge to the present BangsaSama generation to be aggressive, risk taker and industrious. For their trust to 

others as fellow men of equal significance to live in this world has been seriously altered as a result of their 

experience in their social interaction. 

TheBangsaSama concept of sanction and control (Item 4) is rated with the mean scores 3.24 and 3.65 

by the migrants and BangsaSama participants could be inferred that in the BangsaSama tradition it is observed 

that the role of women in the family was strictly limited to assist the men in the family affairs especially to act 

as teacher, disciplinarian to their children, they are responsible for the household chores and contained in the 

house except when especial gathering they go with their husband. To the BangsaSama tradition, it is a shame for 

the man if his wife will help him to gain a living especially when it calls for a hard work, like going out fishing 

and working in the farm. The BangsaSama women are source of their husband’s inspiration to work harder. 

In terms of keeping valuables they are considered as custodian of the family’s earning and budget 

officer. They are to keep every earning of their husband and spend wisely in accordance with the needs of the 

family. It is the role of the men as bread winner. However, the key informants (KI) commented the present 

BangsaSama woman became empowered even to some extend gained financial income more than their husband 

can afford. The BangsaSama by their religion forbids earning an income out of usury, hoarding, gambling and 

other form of income which their religion prohibits. 

Items 5, 6 and 7, on the concept of right and wrong, concept social justice and on concept education, 

these items were rated by the Migrants with the mean scores of 3.10, 2.85 and 2.65 respectively while the 

BangsaSama participants rated these items with the mean scores of 3.10, 3.00 and 3.05, respectively. The 

perception of the Migrants and the BangsaSama participants perceived that there were changes in the 

BangsaSama traditional concept of right and wrong, concept of social justice and on concept of education. 

Data from key informant (KI) and focus group discussion (FGD) agreed that the traditional 

BangsaSama on the right and wrong had actually led them to many disadvantages. The BangsaSama, for 

example, being a peace loving people and having high respect for creatures of God, respect even the mosquito 
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that bites them they dare not to harm them. In relation to their dealing with other people they are often times 

misunderstood as cowards for they are pro-peace and take always positive reaction to maintain peace.  However, 

the presentBangsaSama are now reacting extremely to avoid treachery. For example if they found out that 

situation will result in conflict and endanger them and knowing peace will be difficult any more to attain they 

will react extremely to the extent violating the standard norm of being aBangsaSama as peace loving people 

especially so if they are being insulted and their rights are crumpled. 

In the concept of social justice, item 6, the BangsaSama desire to create a feeling of mutual love and 

affection and cooperation. This is their feeling to give help and assistance to those who are lacking in life.Weak 

one who is unable to take part in the economic race is given their share in living and no social distinction 

subsists with privileges of certain class or group. Noticeably, the cohesiveness, unity cooperation have eroded in 

the present BangsaSama communities. This can be observed as a result of political or economic rivalry. 

The traditional BangsaSama parents disliked western education (Item 7) they believed sending their 

children to school would result in converting of their children to Christianity and for those BangsaSama who 

accepted western education their female children were not allowed because it is against their tradition that male 

and female would not mingle together. And in terms of the role of female in the family they needed only to 

prepare for household chores without expecting them to gain economic returns out of their education. However, 

present BangsaSama parents send their children, both male and female, to school with a hope to secure 

economically the future of their children. 

Generally, both groups of participants strongly agree that there are changes on the socio-cultural 

lifestyle of the BangsaSama, migrants and the BangsaSama participants registered the average mean scores of 

3.26 and 3.37 respectively. Thus, as key informant (KI) concluded, if we the BangsaSama wanted to have 

cultural identity we have to do something and need to revive and inculcate in our young people the true 

BangsaSama culture for we have little to preserve the authentic BangsaSama culture presently. In all 

development more emphasis should be placed on social issues particularly on enforcing sustainability, 

guidelines, rules; laws or standards as they have greatly influence the society.
[5] 

B. The Migrants’ Influence on the Socio-Cultural Lifestyle of the BangsaSama 

It is believed that the Migrants play a vital role in influencing the socio-cultural lifestyle of the 

BangsaSama. The data needed to answer this particular query are presented and discussed in Table 2. 

Table 2The Migrants’ Influences on the Socio-Cultural Lifestyle of the BangsaSama 

Item 
Migrants BangsaSama 

Mean Desc. Mean Desc. 

1. Concept of Property and ownership 2.08 E 2.75 VE 

2. Concept of saving and spending 2.24 E 2.70 VE 

3. Concept of equality 2.33 E 1.40 LE 

4. Concept of sanction and control 2.46 VE 1.39 LE 

5. Concept of right or wrong 2.25 E 1.94 E 

6. Concept of social justice 2.50 VE 2.26 E 

7. Concept of education 2.73 VE 2.70 VE 

OVERALL MEAN 2.41 VE 2.42 VE 
Legend:  Scale  Mean  Description 

  1  1.00-1.66  Limited Extent (LE) 

  2  1.67-2.33  Extensive (E) 
  3.  2.34-3.00  Very Extensive (VE) 

 

Result in Item 1, justifies that the migrants have influenced the traditional BangsaSama concept of 

property. The traditional BangsaSama concept of property does not rely on the acquisition of legal 

means/documents such as provision of legal titles of the land ownership or concession of coral reef from the 
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government. Thus, their traditional belief has changed as a response to the call of the situation brought about by 

some migrants who wanted to possess property right over BangsaSama jurisdiction even that particular property 

is accepted by the BangsaSama just because without legal title on their hands, the migrants can easily have it by 

taking advantage of the BangsaSama weaknesses to avoid confrontation by any men. This scenario in most 

cases has resulted in trouble over interested factions. They have changed their open-minded concept that 

everything is for everybody and has its right to be utilized for every body’s survival and use, like the concession 

of seaweed farm and other coral reef areas. This finding can be attested that with no wonder both the Muslim 

and the Christian migrant groups seen to have possess real property right in Tawi-Tawi over the BangsaSama in 

terms of legal rights.. As a key informant (KI) pointed out, the migrants are very particular with the legal 

documents. They never heed to the claim of the BangsaSama that they own a particular real property without 

legal document secured from the government.  

On the concept of savings and spending (Item 2), revealed that the traditional BangsaSama ways of 

saving have been acculturated. The influences and described as extensive and very extensive.  It can be shown 

that the BangsaSama saved and spent their money not anymore within the bounds of basic needs. Moreover, 

they are attuned to the needs of time for social recognition, such as saving for the purposes of constructing 

beautiful houses, for the education of their children and security uncertainty of the future such as problem of 

health and others. As a key informant (KI) pointed out, the migrants were the ones who were very much 

influenced by the saving attitudes or concept of the BangsaSama because they saved their income for future to 

generate capital build-up. This make migrants stay in Tawi-Tawi and open big business establishment in the 

BangsaSama area. 

For equality,(item 3)finding implies that the migrant participants perceived that the BangsaSamawere 

extensively influenced by the migrants in term of their concept of equality while BangsaSama perceived a little 

influence has taken place. The differences in perception among the groups of participantscan beinterpreted that 

migrants is believed to know a little about the BangsaSama traditional equality concept, thus they have rated 

that the BangsaSama have been  influenced by migrants on this aspect  of which  the BangsaSama believed a 

little influenced was made on them by the migrants. This influence is believed by the focus group 

discussion(FGD) and key informants (KI)based on perceived reaction of the BangsaSama on the concept of pre-

destination, as has been influenced by the Islamic tenets that man is integral part to shape their own destiny, be 

it worldly, e.g. economic, social or spiritual aspect. 

The concept of sanction and control (Item 4), the two groups of participants have different perceptions, 

the migrant group rated with the mean score of 2.46 described as very extensive while the BangsaSama 

participants rated with the mean score of 1.39 describe as limited extent. The finding supports that the migrants 

group of participants has less knowledge on the BangsaSama traditional concept of sanction and control. 

However, focus group discussion (FGD) and key informants (KI) affirm that at least there is influenced of the 

migrants on these two aspects. They stressed that in terms of gender discrimination for leadership role and 

education, it was the influence of the migrants that liberated the BangsaSama women from being a plain 

housewife. The influences can be attributed to both the Muslim migrants and the Christian groups. From the 

Muslim groups are the Maranaw and the Tausug whose women are active businesswomen while the Christian 

migrants active public servants in the government offices.  

The concept of social justice (Item 6), attests that the migrants to some extent have influenced 

BangsaSama traditional concept of social justice. This can be evidenced while the BangsaSama in most cases 

were just recipients in terms of culture interaction with the migrants’ culture there way of responding to the 

present situation led them to create a new cultural pattern which they believe fitting to the situation provoked by 

the migrants. 

Onthe concept of education, item 7, thisattributes that the migrants have influenced the BangsaSama. In 

education, BangsaSama women were given less importance to earn a college degree so they can be engaged in 

teaching or office work. Presently female BangsaSama children are place on equal putting with male children. 
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They can choose their future career by selecting their educational pursuits.Through education and the influence 

of migrants particularly from the Christian group they have influenced the costume of the modern BangsaSama 

as seen in every formal and non-formal occasion. 

C. The Migrants’ Influences on the Development on the Socio-Cultural Lifestyle of the 

BangsaSama 

The influence of migrants on the development of the socio-cultural lifestyle of the BangsaSama native 

of Tawi-Tawi is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Contribution of the migrants to the developmentof the Socio-Cultural  

Lifestyle of the BangsaSama 

Item 
Migrants BangsaSama 

Mean Desc. Mean Desc. 

1. Concept of Property and ownership 3.30 VM 3.45 VM 

2. Concept of saving and spending 3.41 VM 3.52 VM 

3. Concept of equality 3.29 VM 3.68 VM 

4. Concept of sanction and control 3.18 M 3.68 VM 

5. Concept of right or wrong 3.00 M 3.04 M 

6. Concept of social justice 2.46 MIN 3.59 VM 

7. Concept of education 3.12 M 3.72 VM 

OVERALL MEAN 3.30 VM 3.45 VM 
Legend:  Scale  Mean  Description 
  1  1.00-1.74  Not All (NA) 

  2  1.75-2.49  Minimal (MIN) 

  3  2.50-3.24  Much (M) 
  4    3.25-4.00  Very Much (VM) 

 

Table 3 shows that both the migrants and the BangsaSama participants have rated them with the mean 

scores of 3.30, 3.41, 3.29 and 3.45, 3.52 and 3.68 respectively.  It shows that the migrants have contributed very 

much to the development of the present BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle on the above mentioned 

variables.These findings attested by the key informant (KI) and the focus group discussion(FGD) that the 

migrants have shared the development of Tawi-Tawi, on improving the lifestyle status of the BangsaSama in 

Tawi-Tawi. A big leap in terms of the using of materials and architectural designs can be observed this is coined 

with the development of the economic conditions of the people as many of the nativeBangsaSamacould adopt 

pattern and designs of their homes from that of the city type of buildings which were considered modern and are 

equipped with modern amenities. In fact a greater percentage of the BangsaSama houses were constructed and 

designed by the migrants especially those from the Christian groups like the Visaya and other Christian tribes 

who, being experts in designs and carpentry, introduced their knowledge to the BangsaSama community. To 

ensure contributions of migrants to the Bangsa, the government should encourage export diversification through 

value addition in both agricultural and manufacturer subsectors. 
[2] 

This recommendation holds true in the case 

of the BangsaSama in Tawitawi considering the place is very rich in agriculture and fishery. In this manner not 

only the socio-cultural lifestyle of the Bangsa is influence but the migrants will bring positive change in the area 

through economic development and livelihood program among the Bangsa. 

D. Overall View of the BangsaSama Status as Reflected in the Study  

The socio-cultural lifestyle of the BangsaSama and its implication to peace and developmentis at stake. 

To the BangsaSama, their old piece of advice to their young as expressed by the Focus group discussion 

(FGD)“Minggaminggakampangaddatanmakalakuaddattabiatsubaymagsariatmakaam; wherever you are, good 

moral conduct and norms must always be manifested in yourself”. This, piece of advises makes their life more 

meaningful and simple. To the BangsaSama the essence of peace and development are the evidence in their 

simple way of living. The simplest and the most widespread understanding of peace among the BangsaSama is  
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the absence of death and destruction as result of war and direct physical violence, have home to stay in, have 

food to eat and are free to observed their cultural norms and conduct. 

Table 4.The General View of the BangsaSamaLifestyle Status as Reflected in the Study 

Overall Mean Score 
Migrants 

Participants 

BangsaSama 

Participants 
Findings 

About the changes as influenced by 

the migrants on the socio-cultural 

lifestyle of theBangsaSama 

 

3.26 

 

SA 

 

 

3.37 

 

 

SA 

 

There are positive 

Changes 

About the influences by the Migrants 

on socio-cultural lifestyle of the 

BangsaSama 

 

 

2.41 

 

VE 

 

2.42 

 

VE 

The migrants positively 

Influence the  

BangsaSama 

About development by the Migrants 

on socio-cultural lifestyle of the 

BangsaSama 

 

3.37 

 

VM 

 

3.45 

 

VM 

Migrants positively 

helpedDevelop the 

BangsaSama Status 

 

However, the key informant(KI) revealed, that there are really positive changes on the 

BangsaSamasocio-cultural lifestyle. The BangsaSamaknowledge of peace and development seems to narrow in 

scope. They tend to forget the so-called structuralviolence hence, which the Migrants introduced to their 

community that is served as the vital ticket to banish little by little their own long lasting preserved cultural 

heritage. This finding coined with what Galtung (1980) asexplained about structural violence – It is the ways in 

which people may suffer from the violence built into a society via its social, cultural, political and economic 

system may also led to death and disfiguration as a result of starvation, unavoidable diseases, discrimination 

against minority groups, or denial of human rights.
[8]

 

Along this view, the Focus group discussion (FGD) commented the BangsaSama no  longer adhered to 

their old wisdom “ Ayyanayyantakkanikaamsirakabetehlara; anything happens to you, surely you cannot yet 

feel the immediate consequences but afterward”. From that argument, the key informant (KI) concluded in the 

BangsaSama world the effect of structural violence is positive. This hasconformity with the old BangsaSama 

popular dictum as the key informant (KI) said “Niyahwaktuaddattabitahinangdakuman kata kata; times will 

come our cultural and customary practices are just merely a fantasy and became a strange thing to us”.  

The general view of the BangsaSama world is not anymore a true BangsaSamabelief, practices, 

tradition and way of life. It is an adaptive measure to address to the call of circumstance and to the needs of time 

and situations. Thus, the migrants positively influence the BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle as seen in their 

dealings with the present social, economic and political activities. 

The showcase of the BangsaSama Socio-cultural lifestyle changes as influenced by the Migrants. It can 

be drawn that the BangsaSama lifestyle is already altered and lost their own identity, what are left in them now 

is part of the innovated processes introduced by the Migrants pouring into the mainstream of their community. 

Drawing from the results of the overall findings, the BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle practices as 

envisioned presently has to some extent is an admixture of the Migrants influences. This reveals that the 

BangsaSama have been acculturated in terms of theirsocio-cultural lifestyle by both from the Muslim and 

theChristian migrants. However, on the part of the Muslim groups some traditional BangsaSama practices 

become prohibited as per interpretation of the Islamic tenets by the present Ulama who claim the authentic 

interpretation of the Islamic laws or rules governing BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle practices. On the part 

of the Christian groups, they have influenced the BangsaSama by the sending invitations on important occasions 

to include the death prayer celebrations, birthday or anniversaries. 
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TheBangsaSama, the aborigine of Tawi-Tawi who lives passionate contentment to farming and fishing. 

The focus group discussion (FGD) pointed out, that the BangsaSama have not conscious of the future yet to 

come, as coined with what Hisk (1981)says, that the broader views of peace involved four issues aside from 

violence and war. These are: inequality, injustice, environmental damage and alienation.
 [8]

 This study 

encompasses these four issues as strongly back up by the key informant(KI) and focus group discussion(FGD) 

observations of the BangsaSama experiencing at present, the  key informant (KI) said “Niyah du 

waktuyakitamtumaglahat du mabukutkap; in the future, soon we will be living  in a place where no one are to be 

found”. As opposed to BangsaSama compassion living with a simple life the focus group discussion (FGD) 

blaming their old BangsaSamadictum “Matuhanna; entrusting everything by Allah’s live.” The key informant 

(KI) and focus group discussion (FGD) exclaimed further “IyaBangsaSamatabihagna;we the BangsaSama 

people are already alienated”. The voice of “Magsamasama; unity”, is faded away from the 

BangsaSamacustomary practices. The focus group discussion (FGD) suggested further, above all, the peace and 

development embodies the process of conscientization of our critical empowerment whereby theBangsaSama 

people, most especially the disadvantage sectors like the small agriaqua farmer’s holdings and the fisher to 

shape their own destinies and improve their lives. 

BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle at present is just only a reflection of their old day’s practices. The 

BangsaSama world today is already the by-products of adaption from the Migrants as this coin with the 

BangsaSama were not known as Tawi-Tawians.
[9]

In fact, it has been a mere quarter of a century since the people 

have been called by the name. Not surprisingly, they are more comfortable being called by the ancestral or 

chosen historical names such as:BangsaSama,  BangsaJamaMapun, Tausug, Chinese or Christian. While it fails 

to captive the ancient origin of the inhabitants, it suggests the needs to bring unity of purpose, vision and ideals 

to various ethnic groups that constitute the pluralistic fabric of Tawi-Tawi society. The important contributions 

of the migrants to the peace and development of the BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle is their cohesiveness to 

help their fellow migrants to whatever undertakings especially when it comes to social, economic obligations 

and politics as the key informant (KI) testified, both the Muslims and the Christian migrants are the change 

agents of the practices of their respective believers especially on religion. The BangsaSamaas a Muslim, they 

tend to strengthen deeper their knowledge of Islamic teaching. From the Christian faith, they establish different 

dominion, like Roman Catholic, IglesianiKristo, Protestant, Seventh Day Adventist, Jehovah Witness and 

others. 

On education, Migrants especially the Christian have been and eye opener for the BangsaSama to a 

formal schooling. Hence, BangsaSama women were given less importance to earn a college degree so they can 

engage in teaching or office work. Through education and the influence of migrants particularly from the 

Christian group they have influenced the costume of the modern BangsaSama as seen in every formal and non-

formal occasion. The wearing of native dress is not anymore observed, except on special occasions when they 

are required to wear it or borrowed by other. This scenario as focus group discussion (FGD) commented signals 

time will come the BangsaSama socio-cultural lifestyle will be totally lost and forgotten by the young 

generation yet to come among the BangsaSama. 

On the other side, the migrants also brought some discontentment to the BangsaSama. First, they are 

now socio-culturally and politically marginalized; second, they are now stranger in their home of aborigine. 

Third, their language Sinama is now out of use instead Tausug and Tagalog have become the language for 

public gathering. Fourth, the BangsaSama for them to survive, they should compete forgetting their nature being 

peace loving people. 

Migrants bring both positive and negative influence among the Bangsa however, negative influence 

could become positive one through proper human resource management. This human resource management 

should come up with a system to make available economic and non-financial remunerations to the Bangsa.
[10] 
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V. CONCLUSION 

There are rigorous changes on the socio-cultural lifestyle of the BangsaSama as influenced by the 

Muslims and the Christians migrants.  The government integration policies also influenced and changed 

cultural system of the indigenous BangsaSama people of Tawi-Tawi. Moreover, the migrants adversely 

influenced the true BangsaSama culture of peace and harmony.Undeniably, the migrants were the change 

agents of BangsaSama pride to peace and development. The prowess of their socio-cultural influences led 

the way into the new fabric society of Tawi-Tawi. 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the light of the findings and conclusions of this study, the following measures are recommended. 

1. The proper approach for the BangsaSama for whatever situation that may lead to change their socio-

cultural lifestyle must be within their innate culture of peace in its general sense, while the migrants 

should not abuse the culture of peace and harmony of the BangsaSama in all aspects to avoid future 

conflict with the natives. Migrants should assimilate with the least disturbance with the BangsaSama 

and their environment even their purpose of coming to Tawi-Tawi are for economic and other reasons. 

2. The migrants and the visitors should have greater exposure to the BangsaSama traditional and 

customary practices, in which the paramount consideration is for preservation of peace. For them to 

foster unity and minimize ethnic differences, as we are all are Filipinos of good historic cultural 

heritage. 

3. The Tawi-Tawi leaders should work for the promotion of unity and harmonious relationship among 

diversified groups of people in the fabric society of Tawi-Tawi through studies on the promotion and 

preservation of culture as basis for development. 

4. The religious leaders of the different faith should advocate love for one another since all religion 

believe in one creator, with one purpose to serve the almighty for eternal salvation. 

5. The academic community must incorporate the importance of peace and development education in the 

school curriculum making students realize that knowing one’s culture that is the basis of understanding 

one’s life. 

6. The Tawi-Tawians, in their way of achieving their aims for unity under one common objective, must 

cling to their true socio-cultural heritage to ease the emotional bias. After all people who desire to live 

in Tawi-Tawi are called Tawi-Tawians and are all Filipinos in general who are useful and potential in 

preserving and reshaping their cultural heritage especially along the framework of peace and 

development paradigm. 

7. The researcher further study of this kind is encouraged to tackle on some BangsaSama aspect of socio-

cultural, economic and political lifestyle in order for them to know better the origins of their cultural 

way of life. 
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